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The Colorado Nonprofit Social Enterprise Exchange (The Exchange) is pleased to share the following report highlighting
activities, analysis and preliminary outputs and outcomes from our first full year delivering social enterprise business
development programming to area nonprofits.
2013-14 Program Milestones
The Colorado Nonprofit Social Enterprise Exchange (The Exchange) experienced a full and exciting first year of business
development and programming in 2013. Milestones / highlights include:


Securing fiscal sponsorship with Rose Community Foundation; raising funding for the first cohort



Selecting pilot year curriculum and evaluation partners: Social Enterprise Ventures and J.H. Twinam & Associates



Creating a partnership with the Colorado Nonprofit Association to offer three Getting Started with Social
Enterprise sessions and one full-day “201” session



Conducting a comprehensive cohort application process with an exceptional selection team representing
Exchange funders, partners and community members; selecting 8 organizations to participate in the cohort



Launching and delivering eight months of business development content, technical assistance and programming;
cohort participants (40 total representing 8 nonprofits) developed social enterprise business plans,
presented/pitched their business concepts and are actively piloting and fundraising for their new social ventures



Securing media coverage in the Colorado Nonprofit Association newsletter, Denver Business Journal , Give
Magazine, Rose Community Foundation newsletter and Longmont Times-Call



Generating significant interest from additional funders with whom we are currently in conversation about
supporting year two for the first cohort, as well as a second cohort

2013 Cohort Evaluation Key Findings
Evaluation of the first social enterprise cohort (see page 5 for a list of the cohort participants and the social ventures
they are pursuing) was conducted utilizing the developmental approach which “expects and reflects programming
adjustments as they are made and ‘in process’.” Working with June Twinam of J.H. Twinam & Associates, The Exchange
cohort organizations were not only participants in the training, but also in programmatic development through their
ongoing feedback.
June Twinam worked with funders, sponsors, the partners and nonprofits involved in The Exchange to establish
expectations and outcomes of the major stakeholders. Evaluation activities then analyzed the input and feedback
provided by cohort participants to determine whether these expectations and outcomes were being met. At a high level,
the desired outcomes included:


To increase the financial sustainability of nonprofit, mission-based organizations by generating earned income
through for profit social enterprises



To provide employment for and/or increase self-sufficiency of organization’s clients/program participants



To enhance organizational capacity, meaning that organizations would be better able to position themselves
favorably in their environments



Shorter term and/or more specific immediate outcomes included learning how to develop a business plan,
gaining knowledge and skills regarding business development, market analysis (including competition) and
engaging in more effective decision-making with Board and staff



Other stated expectations included adding value to programming, decreasing dependence on grants and
donations, learning best business practices, increasing organizational impact and making connections
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Although it is premature to determine to what degree many of these outcomes will be met – business development,
launch and ongoing implementation are long-term processes—the program evaluation showed preliminary positive
feedback about the use of a cohort process to deliver social enterprise development programming and movement
toward achieving the desired outcomes. Highlights include:


Increase in business knowledge and skills: 22.6% of participants indicated their pre-cohort
knowledge and skills to develop a social enterprise as capable or fully capable and 96.8% expressed
they felt capable or fully capable of their knowledge and skills to develop a social enterprise after
graduating from the cohort.



High value placed on the training session activities



Initial resistance to “trust the process” that shifted over time leading to recommendations from the
group that the second cohort “trust the process”



Reciprocal impact of the project on the larger organization including thinking through organizational
culture and values related to risk-taking, involvement of stakeholders, etc.; 93.5% indicated that the
concepts they learned and skills they gained will contribute to overall effectiveness and efficiency
of their organization
“I loved the way we learned a different aspect of creating a business step-by-step, month-bymonth with the support of incredibly inspiring people-Caryn, Julie and Rick-AND our colleagues in
the cohort. Being part of the group is what made the experience so valuable: you don’t just learn
about your own business venture- you learn and grow from the successes and challenges of
seven other social enterprises.”
“The Exchange was an invaluable way for our non-profit to think outside the box, look at the
world from another perspective, and figure out ways a social enterprise could enhance our core
mission.”

From J.H. Twinam & Associates Evaluation Report:
“A closing evaluation note…This is a program with high promise, not only for the
acquisition and application of social enterprise knowledge and skills, but also for
influencing and changing the culture and performance of the nonprofit sector.”
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Highlights of the learning outcomes experience by the cohort participants are provided below. We asked to
what degree participants’ knowledge or understanding of the various topics had changed since beginning the
cohort:

Improved

Significantly
improved

This was not
part of my
experience with
the cohort

Responses

6.5%
2

22.6%
7

71.0%
22

0.0%
0

31

0.0%
0

25.8%
8

35.5%
11

35.5%
11

3.2%
1

31

Market research

0.0%
0

19.4%
6

38.7%
12

38.7%
12

3.2%
1

31

Customer v. Buyer v. End User

0.0%
0

25.8%
8

51.6%
16

19.4%
6

3.2%
1

31

Direct and indirect competition

0.0%
0

19.4%
6

58.1%
18

19.4%
6

3.2%
1

31

Competitive advantages

0.0%
0

9.7%
3

61.3%
19

25.8%
8

3.2%
1

31

Features and benefits

0.0%
0

12.9%
4

61.3%
19

22.6%
7

3.2%
1

31

Feasibility scans/studies

0.0%
0

16.1%
5

58.1%
18

22.6%
7

3.2%
1

31

Product or service pricing

0.0%
0

25.8%
8

51.6%
16

19.4%
6

3.2%
1

31

Product or service distribution
methods

0.0%
0

19.4%
6

58.1%
18

16.1%
5

6.5%
2

31

Financials for social enterprise

0.0%
0

22.6%
7

58.1%
18

19.4%
6

0.0%
0

31

Accounting for social enterprise

0.0%
0

32.3%
10

54.8%
17

12.9%
4

0.0%
0

31

Financing for social enterprise

0.0%
0

19.4%
6

64.5%
20

16.1%
5

0.0%
0

31

Legal structures for social enterprise

0.0%
0

16.1%
5

45.2%
14

35.5%
11

3.2%
1

31

Legal issues for social enterprise

0.0%
0

16.1%
5

45.2%
14

35.5%
11

3.2%
1

31

Business Planning

0.0%
0

9.7%
3

61.3%
19

25.8%
8

3.2%
1

31

Pitching a venture

0.0%
0

12.9%
4

22.6%
7

61.3%
19

3.2%
1

31

Declined

Neither improved
nor declined

The field of social enterprise

0.0%
0

My nonprofit’s assets
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2013 Cohort Participants and their Proposed Social Enterprises
Expanding current zero waste program efforts, primarily cardboard recycling, in order to generate
revenue that will help eliminate food insecurity. Currently generating $5000 annually selling
recyclable materials. Care and Share will establish itself as a service provider to partner agencies
and expand the recycling program by hiring food insecure individuals to work in the business.

Children’s Hospital Colorado will open a Safety Store at its new location in Highlands Ranch. The
store will sell a variety of injury prevention products (car seats, smoke detectors, cabinet locks,
safe sleep sacks, fire escape ladders, gates, etc.) and will have staff members available who are
trained injury prevention experts. The store will combine retails sales with education/outreach,
and will also offer car seat installation and checks.
CYC connects with dropouts in the local community, helps them enroll back into area schools,
provides them with ongoing comprehensive support, and trains them in a business sector of their
interest. CYC’s new venture will pair these former dropouts with local business partners operating
in the selected sector saving them time and money in recruiting, training, and employing
vulnerable populations in entry-level positions with opportunity for advancement, thereby
increasing pathways for low-income people to gain stable employment in their own communities.
A new position, post-secondary transitions specialist, will be hired to oversee the business.
DCAC's business is healthy well-adjusted children. DCAC's expertise in child brain development will
drive a spectrum of services from prevention of abuse and promotion of healthy development to
trauma-informed treatment for children who have experienced abuse or neglect so that brain
development can be rerouted.•
Girls Inc. will open a coffee cart in the new Corky Gonzales Library one block from our West Colfax
facility. This will be a full service coffee cart that provides jobs for economically disadvantaged
girls in our program where they will also learn about small business management. The cart is a
pilot project to help launch a future standalone coffee shop with the goal of creating more jobs for
the girls and community we serve.
High-end camping/ adventure experience for world-wide travelers and locals on the eastern
grasslands of Colorado at the 10,000 acre West Bijou site. The enterprise is rooted in offering
glamorous tent and yurt camp amenities with equally compelling outdoor recreation and
relaxation programs. Profits will fund school children to learn about this endangered ecosystem
and to enjoy the wonders of the prairie. Potential employment opportunities for free-range
ranchers whose livelihoods are diminishing quickly due to corporate food-producer competition.
The Gathering Place currently operates a break-even greeting card program serving women in the
Denver area experiencing homelessness and poverty. The social enterprise expands the greeting
card business using artwork from our pool of 90 artists to create and sell high end reproductions of
mass produced cards. TGP members (clients) will gain job skills and be paid for their work through
employment and/or stipends and profits will be recycled back to TGP programs.
Youth on Record offer youth “Real Rock Star” parties where kids and tweens can produce and
record their own songs, form their own rock bands with their friends, learn the basics of breakdancing and come away feeling like the rock stars they are! Parties will be led by 5-10 part-time
employees (new positions) hired from economically disadvantaged Denver area teens currently
served by Youth on Record. A part-time social enterprise manager will also be hired.
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Today and What’s Next for the First Cohort
The Exchange and its cohort participants have begun the second year of support and technical assistance services as
they move toward finalizing their business plans and closer to launch. We will continue to track the progress of each
nonprofit to provide a longitudinal understanding of the impact of the social venture on their ability to create economic
opportunity and build more sustainable nonprofits.
In the meantime, we are pleased to report anecdotally on the early implementation successes of two of the cohort
participants:
Girls Incorporated of Metro Denver: Utilizing seed funding from The Exchange ($250) and Kenneth King
Foundation, Girls, Inc. piloted its coffee kiosk program this summer at its current location. Program
interns—teens from low income communities who work
with the Girls, Inc. summer program—worked with local
coffee roasters and other area suppliers to source products
and purchase equipment for the pilot program. Open from
7:45—9:15 a.m. Monday—Thursday, the interns sold coffee
and pastries outside of Girls, Inc. They were responsible for
marketing the coffee service, purchasing, sales and gathering
customer input. The pilot business generated between $30
and $40 in profit per day while giving the girls a chance to
develop some of the tools and opportunities necessary for
jobs with Bold Bean when launched later this year.
Anecdotally, Monica Villalobos shared with The Exchange that
several of the girls are very excited about the potential of a
“career in coffee,” having previously seen that serving coffee
or pulling espresso shots were the only jobs related to coffee.
They now see a broader spectrum of opportunity (coffee
roasting, supply chain, back-end office management, business
ownership, etc.) through this industry and have been
introduced to the entrepreneurial skill sets required to explore
work within this field that has the potential to lead to
economic self-sufficiency.

The Gathering Place: Leveraging the brand, success and community
love for its long-standing program, The Card Project, The Gathering
Place (TGP) is quickly moving forward with Art Restart, its new social
enterprise working with TGP members (clients) to create artwork that
will be reproduced for large scale card orders for corporate clients.
TGP has raised $31,250 toward the $60,000 start-up costs required to
launch the business and is currently testing its systems and processes
through initial Art Restart clients, as well as accepting purchase orders
for 2014 corporate holiday card orders.
Art Restart will pay royalties to the artists for use of their work initially providing limited, but scalable
economic opportunity for the artist/members. As the business grows, Art Restart has the potential to
provide jobs for its members that will develop entrepreneurial, sales and business management skills.
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First Year Program Funding
As anticipated, a diverse mix of funding sources supported the first year of project development and programming. The
initial budget was $252,000, and we raised $206,000 to fund the first year of programming, as follows:

Funding Mix
$24,000

$5,156

Foundations

$18,947

Business Sponsors
Cohort Fees
$158,000

Training Fees

The Exchange delivered all proposed services within this reduced budget by eliminating an administrative support
function and through the substantial donated services of interSector Partners, L3C and JVoyles Nonprofit Consulting.
In addition, The Exchange reduced the budgets for technology, travel and telephone / communications. Please see
accompanying year-end balance sheet and profit and loss statements for additional detail; note that although The
Exchange “carried over” $19,000 into the next fiscal year, much of that was spoken for in accounts payable for final
evaluation services, photography/video services and remaining expenses for the cohort graduation.
2013—2014 Cohort Funders
Our funders have been true partners in the pilot year. Serving on committees, as advisors, promoting the program,
making introductions and generally supporting our efforts and learnings, we truly could not have done this without this
committed group of funders and sponsors. Grants and sponsorships from the sources below allowed us to offer the first
cohort program to nonprofits for $3,000 per organization making the pilot year accessible and allowing organizations to
“take a chance” on a new offering.

(First and Second Cohort Funder)

(First and Second Cohort Funder)

(First and Second Cohort Funder)
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Areas of Opportunity
The Exchange is looking at several challenges / areas of opportunity to address in the coming years based on
evolving trends in the field, participant and funder feedback and the first cohort developmental evaluation:
1. Demand for the program is increasing; we are receiving regular inquiries from nonprofits, funders and
advisors interested in “getting involved.” We are exploring ways to engage even more of the community
in future years through a number of initiatives including a formalized mentoring program, expanded
sponsorship opportunities and a partnership with NetImpact or Leeds Social Impact Consultants
(student group at the University of Colorado Boulder).
2. Knowledge levels of participating nonprofits are also increasing; a significant finding from our
introductory and 201-level trainings in 2014 compared to 2013 is that nonprofits are entering the
conversation at a higher level than in previous years. The Exchange is continually revising and improving
early-stage curriculum to address this shift and ensure that we meet our workshop participants at a level
that is meaningful for them. In addition, The Exchange is developing its own cohort curriculum
leveraging the experience and expertise of its partners, funders and others in the field with an end goal
of a cohort curriculum that is relevant to our community, current and dynamic in its content and
delivery.
3. Creating additional opportunities for economic advancement in low-income communities; an issue we
experience in our workshops and in the first cohort is that not all nonprofits serve a low-income
community or have clients they could employ in their social enterprise. We are exploring models for not
only supporting nonprofits with the potential to directly employ clients, but also to connect their clients
with jobs in social enterprises focused on environmental issues, the arts or healthcare creating
networks of economic opportunity through social enterprise employment.
4. Telling the story of what it takes to develop and succeed in social enterprise; stories are the most
highly desired part of any workshop or training. Given that the Denver metro area is developing quite a
story itself (of its existing social enterprise, engaged funding community and developing social ventures),
The Exchange is developing a plan for conducting case studies, creating video stories and building an
intentional community of people working in this space to share their stories and learn from one another.
5. Sources of capital for new social enterprises; along with our partners and funders, we are focused on
ways to support cohort graduates as they launch and grow their new ventures through formalized
capital funds and/or informal networks and connections through The Exchange.
6. Supporting foundations in finding ways to deploy their capital into social ventures; as area foundations
have embraced innovative funding options, they and we are often left wondering, “Where are the
investment-ready projects?” We are developing a workshop/training program or series designed to help
nonprofits understand how to utilize “alternative” sources of capital to launch and scale their businesses
and are exploring how we can provide support to ready individual nonprofits to access, accept and
manage these “new” sources of capital.
7. Building a sustainable business model for The Exchange; clearly, donating significant amounts of our
professional time and relying on over 70% of our funding from foundations is not a long-term plan for
sustainability. We are actively engaged internally and with our funders/partners in exploring our future
business model. A couple items we’re moving forward with on this front include seeking “vertical”
cohort partners to offer a cohort in a specific subject area (homelessness, veterans services, healthcare)
or in a defined geographic area, as well as increasing the cost for nonprofits to participate in the cohort,
thus increasing our earned income potential and decreasing our foundation grant reliance.
8. Building the social enterprise ecosystem while simultaneously building our program; both are needed
and support one another’s success. Balancing the two with limited resources is an area where we could
use support.
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And finally, in their own words: Here’s what several organization team members had to say about their
inaugural cohort experience and their plans to support economic opportunity going forward:

“We will be employing 15 girls hopefully
starting with our launch in December
and 20-25 within the first year. We will
provide job training and positions for
them to work in the coffee business!”
Girls, Inc. of Metro Denver

“Youth on Record’s social
enterprise…will create contracted
employment for 5-10 economically
disadvantaged teens in the Denver
metro area and will provide job
training and readiness skills t these
same youth. Interns who successfully
completed Youth On Record’s
advanced training program will
facilitate music production, music
instrumentation, recording and
sound mixing.”

“We anticipate that our social
enterprise will provide financial
benefit to 30-50 of our clients
through royalty payments. Once we
comfortably pass our breakeven
point we plan on adding more
employment opportunities such as
in sales and mailing.”
The Gathering Place

Youth On Record
"I loved the way we learned a different
aspect of creating a business step-bystep, month-by-month with the support of
incredibly inspiring people – Caryn,
Julie, and Rick – AND our colleagues in
the cohort. Being part of the group is
what made this experience so valuable:
you don’t just learn about your own
business venture – you learn and grow
from the successes and challenges of
seven other social enterprises."
Mandy M. Rigg, Consultant
Denver Children’s Advocacy Center

“For any nonprofit leader or
entrepreneur considering a social
enterprise, I would encourage them to
engage with the Colorado Nonprofit
Social Enterprise Exchange to learn
more. Julie, Caryn, and Rick are
passionate experts who provide a rich
and valuable learning experience.
Well worth the investment of
time and resources."
Stacy Poore,
Chief Development Officer
Care and Share Food Bank
for Southern Colorado

“The Colorado Social Enterprise
Exchange was an invaluable
experience for our team to learn
more about our organization, our
work, and our needs in relation to
social enterprise. Our relationships
with the leaders of The Exchange
are strong, and we greatly enjoyed
participating. What an honor!”
Lauren Mueller,
Director of Development
Denver Children’s Advocacy Center

“I am feeling the love, and am on a
high from our pitch day and overall
from my experience the past
8 months. It was a welcome journey
this year to a part of the group and
the whole process. I looked forward
to our meetings every month as a
way to rejuvenate and remind
myself why I do what I do. I feel
like I have new energy for what
lies ahead for me and GIMD. Social
Enterprise has been a dream of
mine for our girls for a very long
time and it’s so exciting to see it all
come to life. Thank you.”
Monica Villalobos,
Director of Programs
Girls, Inc. of Metro Denver

"The Exchange was an invaluable
way for our non-profit to think
outside the box, look at the world
from another perspective, and
figure out ways a social enterprise
could enhance our core mission."
Laura St. John,
Board Member
Colorado Youth for a Change
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